01. The Ancestors
My Ancestor’s name was ________________________ and something remarkable about their background was _________________________.

The Value of _____________________ was important to them because __________________________________________________________.

02. The Challenge
Before our people overcame the Challenge of ____________, I remember __________________________________________________________.

The Challenge conflicted with my Ancestor’s Value because _________________________.

03. Building the New World
When my Ancestor initially addressed the Challenge using the Tools of ________________, and ________________, they first began by __________________________________________________________.

When ________________ found out what my Ancestor was doing, they tried to stop them by __________________________________________________________.

This meant my Ancestor had to take the following risk: _________________.

In these initial efforts, my Ancestor was successful in __________________________________________________________.

Yet, more work was necessary to fully overcome the Challenge because __________________________________________________________.

04. Remembrance
When my fellow Assembly member’s Ancestor, ________________, met my Ancestor, they worked together to __________________________________________________________.

Their work was harder than they originally thought it would be because __________________________________________________________.

Yet, our Ancestors rallied to overcome this by __________________________________________________________.

Have we honored our Ancestors for their struggle?

What kind of utopia did your Ancestors build?
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